KEMPTOWN PROJECT
Brighton

direct
trade model with Kinini
“Establishing a

Coffee in Rwanda it guarantees

farmers receive 25%
more than the fair
trade rate.“

Since opening its two Brighton sites, Redroaster and
Lucky Beach, Kemptown Project always wanted to place
the welfare of the people growing its coffee on an equal
footing with its customers’ satisfaction with their lattes.
Establishing a direct trade model with Kinini Coffee in
Rwanda, it now guarantees farmers receive 25% more
than the fair trade rate.
Step two of the Kemptown plan was to initiate an annual
event, Rwanda Day, when suppliers donate produce, staff
give up their time and all sales from both sites go to the
Rwandan community. Classrooms for 600 and a medical
centre for 900 are the legacy of this project.
In 2019 they’ve gone a step further and established a
nurse swap between a health centre in Brighton and
Rwanda to improve diabetes treatment.
Now they’ve achieved their twin goal of helping
customers and staff to look beyond the bean and growers
to enjoy the fruits of their labour.
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Bird’s Eye chillies and

You need a lot of chillies for 425 peri-peri chicken
restaurants. In fact, Nando’s is the world’s largest
importer of Africa Bird’s Eye chillies and it wanted to put
this buying power to good use.
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Now 1400 small scale farmers across rural southern
Africa are benefitting from above-market value pricing,
a guaranteed market, interest-free loans for seeds and
equipment as well as access to training.
The good news for Southern African farmers is that
Nando’s is running a pilot to extend the project to
cayenne and paprika too. And the even better news for
Nando’s and its customers is that they have a completely
traceable, reliable source of chillies that guarantee a
livelihood for thousands.

THE RESTAURANT
GROUP

“The company has

recognised the
positive impact they
can have with these
volumes and that’s inspired
its shift”

To supply the 650 restaurants in the group, including
Frankie & Benny’s and Wagamama, with coffee, tea
and chocolate is a massive task. The group got through
more than 60 tonnes of coffee alone in 2018.
The company has recognised the positive impact it
can have with these volumes and that’s inspired its
shift to adopt national and global standards putting it
in a position where it can promote and set standards
across its buying, technical and food development
teams.
More recently, TRG has used the same methodical
approach to palm oil, working with suppliers over a
manageable timeframe to achieve compliance.
Now it has increased the proportion of certified
coffee, tea, sugar and chocolate it sources to three
quarters.
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